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     Get ready to enter the dark, passionate world of the Black Dagger Brotherhood and stand up close and personal with each of the Brethren.... You will find insider information about the Brotherhood, including their dossiers, statistics and special gifts. You'll be reading interviews with your favorite
characters, including a heartbreaking conversation with Tohrment and Wellsie, conducted three weeks before she was killed less. You'll find deleted scenes - accompanied by why for abbreviations - in addition to exciting material from JR Ward message boards and answers to questions about the series
posed by readers. You'll find out what it's like for J.R. Ward to write each installment of the series, and in a fascinating twist, you'll read an interview with the author - conducted by the brothers. For the first time you will see the original story of Asadist and Bella and witnessed the miracle of the birth of their
daughter Nella and will experience the depth of their love for each other. Plus, you get a sneak peek at the much-anticipated next book in the series Black Dagger Fraternity, Lover Avenged, Rehvenge's story ★★★★. There is a secret group of brothers like no other-six vampire warriors, defenders of their
race. However, none of them enjoys murder more than Anger, the leader of the Black Dagger Brotherhood. The only purebred vampire left on earth, Anger has an account to deal with the killers who killed his parents centuries ago. But when one of his most trusted fighters is killed leaving his half-breed
daughter unaware of its existence or its fate- Anger must usher her into a world of undead sensuality world beyond her wildest dreams. RATING: ★★★★ (4.24 out of 5) 94% of the 146,568 people enjoyed in the fraternity, Ridge is a vampire with the strongest appetites. He is the best fighter, the fastest
act on his impulses, and the most insatiable lover for inside him burns the ferocious curse thrown by the Piss of the Virgin. Owned by this dark side, Ridge is afraid of the time when his inner dragon is unleashed, making him a danger to everyone around him. Mary Luce, who has experienced many
difficulties, is unwittingly thrown into the world of vampires and depends on the protection of Ryage. With her own life-threatening curse, Mary is not looking for love. She lost faith in miracles many years ago. But when the intense attraction of Ridge's animals turns into something more emotional, he knows
that he has to make Mary him alone. And while their enemies are close, Mary is desperate to get life eternal with someone she loves... RATING: ★★★★ (4.39 out of 5)             of the 91,543 people who loved the shadow of the night in Caldwell, New York, there is a deadly war between vampires and their
killers. And there is a secret gang of brothers like no other - six vampire warriors, defenders of their race. Of these, asadist is the most feared member of the Brotherhood of the Black Dagger. Former blood slave, vampire Asadist still bears the scars of the past, filled with suffering and humiliation. Known
for his unquenchable rage and sinister actions, he is a savage, which is afraid of both humans and vampires. Anger is his only companion, and terror is his only passion until he saves the beautiful aristocrat from the evil of Diminishing society. Bella is instantly fascinated by the power of asadist. But even
when their desire for each other begins to overtake them both, the thirst of greedy revenge tormentors Bella brings him to the brink of madness. Now Bella must help her lover overcome the wounds of her tortured past and find a future with her ... RATING: ★★★★ (4.47 out of 5) 98% of the 102,435
people liked Butch O'Neill is a fighter by nature. A hard-working former police assassin, he is the only man who has ever been allowed into the inner circle of the Black Dagger Brotherhood. And he wants to go even deeper into the world of vampires to go to war with the lesser. His heart belongs to the
vampire woman Marissa, an aristocratic beauty who comes out of his league. And if he can't have it, then at least he can fight side by side with his brothers. But fate curses him with what he wants. When Butch sacrifices himself to save a civilian vampire from the slayers, he becomes the victim of the
darkest force in the war. Left dead, he is found by a miracle, and the Brotherhood calls on Marissa to return him, although even her love may not be enough to save him. RATING: ★★★★ (4.31 out of 5) 97% of the 71,908 people ruthless and brilliant, Vishous, the son of Bloodletter, has a devastating
curse and an intimidating ability to see the future. Growing up in his father's camp, he was exhausted and severely exhausted. As a member of the Brotherhood, he is not interested in love or emotion, only in the battle with the Society of Consumption. But when a fatal injury puts him in the care of a human
surgeon, Dr. Jane Whitcomb forces him to reveal his inner pain and taste of true pleasure for the first time, until the fate he has chosen takes him into a future that may not include her ... RATING: ★★★ (4.33 out of 5) 97% of the 70,772 people liked that he was fiercely loyal to the Black Dagger of the
Brotherhood, Phury sacrificed himself for the good of the race, becoming the man responsible for keeping the Brotherhood's pedigree alive. As the Primaul of the Chosen, he father sons and daughters who will ensure that the traditions of the race survive, and that there are warriors to fight those who want
all vampires extinguished. As his first mate, The Chosen Cormia wants to win not only his body, but also his heart for himself. She appeals to the noble responsibility for the emotional scars of a man. But Phury never allowed himself to know pleasure or joy. As the war with the Society of Reduction
becomes gloomy, tragedy looms over the mansion of the Brotherhood, and Khoury must decide between duty and love ... RATING: ★★★★ (4.11 out of 5) 93% of the 64,427 people who liked it as a former blood slave, as the Asadist bore scars from the past, filled with suffering and degradation until Bella
came and helped heal his emotional wounds. Now, however, with the birth of their child, the demons of his past have been resurrected, caused by the innocent eyes of his beloved daughter, Nella. If Bella and Nalla cannot bring him back with their love, he may be lost to them forever. RATING: ★★★
(3.59 out of 5) 81% of the 157,090 people liked RATING: ★★★★ (4.51 out of 5) 99% of the 21,299 people liked originally published in the 2008 anthology Dead After Dark. For decades, vampire Michael is held captive in the basement of an ancient house. Until Claire's tough lawyer forced him a few days
of society doing and aroused a still unknown passion in him ★★★★. This is also where Rehvenge staked his turf as a drug lord and owner of an infamous nightclub that caters to the rich and well-armed. His dark reputation is why he came up to kill Anger, the Blind King and the Leader of the
Brotherhood. Rehvenge has always kept his distance from the fraternity- even though his sister is married to a member, because he harbors a deadly secret that could make him a huge responsibility in their war against the lessers. As plots inside and outside the Brotherhood threaten to reveal the truth
about Rehweng, he turns to the only source of light in his dark world, Elena, a vampire untouched by the corruption that holds on to him, and the only thing that stands between him and eternal destruction. RATING: ★★★★ (4.39 out of 5) 98% of the 62,007 people John Matthew liked has come a long
way since he was found living among humans, his vampire nature unknown to himself and those around him. After he was accepted by the Brotherhood, no one could have guessed that his true story was - or his true identity. Indeed, the fallen brother Darius returned, but with a different face it's a different
fate. As the vicious personal vendetta takes John into the heart of war, he will have to be summoned as who he is now and who he once was in order to confront evil incarnate. Xhex, the symphate killer, has long opposed the attraction between her and John Matthew. Having already lost one lover to
madness, she will not allow the male to become a victim of the darkness of his perverted life. However, when fate intervenes, they discover that love, like fate, is inevitable between soul mates. RATING: ★★★★ (4.42 out of 5) 97% of the 59,432 people liked Payne, Vishaw's twin sister, cut from the same
dark, warrior fabric as her brother: a fighter by nature, and maverick, when it comes to the traditional role of Selected Women, there is no room for her on the far side of the far side... and no role for her at the forefront of the war, either. When she suffers paralyzing trauma, human surgeon Dr. Manuel
Manello is called upon to treat her as soon as he can, and he soon gets sucked into her dangerous, secret world. Although he has never before believed in things that go kick in at night like vampires, he finds himself more than willing to be seduced by a powerful woman who celebrates both his body and
his soul. As the two find much more than erotic connections, human and vampire worlds collide... Just like an age-old account catching up with Payne and putting her love and her life in mortal danger. RATING: ★★★★ (4.27 out of 5) 96% of the 49,603 people have enjoyed it since the death of his
shellan, Toment has been the heartbroken shadow vampire leader he once was. Brought to the Brotherhood by a self-serving fallen angel, he again fights with ruthless revenge, unprepared for a new tragedy. Seeing his beloved in a dream, caught in a cold, isolated otherworld - Thor turns to the angel
Lassiter to save his former friend. The only way to save her is for Thor to love another. As a war with the lesser rages, and a new clan of vampires vying for the throne of the blind king, Thor fights between an unforgettable past and a hot, passion-filled future. But can his heart let go and release them all?
RATING: ★★★ (4.36 out of 5) 97% of the 40,652 people liked that Shuinn, the son of none, used to be on his own. Disavowed by his pedigree, shunned by the aristocracy, he finally found identity as one of the most brutal fighters in the war against society of diminishing. But his life is not over. Even when
the prospect of having your own family seems to be within reach, it is empty inside, his heart is given to another.... Blay, after years of unrequited love, moved away from his feelings for zhuinn. And it's about time: the man found his perfect match in women, and they would have the same young as Chuinn
had always wanted for himself. It's hard to see a new couple together, but building your life around a pipe dream is just heartbreaking waiting for it to happen. How he learned first hand. Fate seems to have taken these vampire soldiers in different directions... but as the battle for the throne of the race
intensifies, and the new players on stage in Caldwell pose a mortal danger to the Brotherhood, Chuinn finally learns the true definition of courage, and the two hearts that must be together... finally become one. RATING: ★★★★ (4.26 out of 5) 95% of the 28,507 people liked
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